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The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
be called for interview , subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the post of Engineering
Assistant(Electronics)/Overseer Gr.I(Electronics) - STATEWIDE (Category No. 192/2019 ) in Public Works
Department (Electronics) on Rs 26500-56700 on the basis of the OMR held on 28/12/2021

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank of the candidates on the basis of marks scored in the OMR Test.The original documents to prove
Date of birth, community, Qualification  etc..in respect of the candidates will be verified during certificate verification.

HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Phone : 0471-2546400
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SL.No.

NOTIFICATION

Main List
200083 200110 200434 200522 200565 200568

202401 203546 204364 205859 206600 207376

207873 208151 209339 209343 210534 210959

211454 211967 212446 212725 213068 213231

213609

Supplementary List
Ezhava/Thiyya/Billava

200569 203551 207220 208329 209358 211176

Scheduled Caste

200069 207527 207701 208455 210778

Scheduled Tribe

206261 207018 212438 212636 213115

Muslim

209821 210114 210692 211177 211477

Latin Catholics/A.I

200687 201405 201515 206863 207583

OBC

200460 204599 209746 212736 212857

Viswakarma

200279 200736 204013 204111 208945
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SIUC Nadar

200144 200361 200683 201257 201337

Scheduled Caste Converts to Christianity

201937 205355 206679 210048 212867

Dheevara

201651 202820 211546 211643 213052

Hindu Nadar

200225 200334 200746 201989 209079
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ote :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of application
on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the candidate for
inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The list has been prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR
Test.

Note :- (3)The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candites in the application and subsequent
claims will not be entertained at any satage.

Note :-( 4) The candidates who have secured 62.67 ( sixty two (point) six seven ) marks and above are included in
the Main list and requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in respect of supplementary lists .

Note :- (5) Candidates included in the Short List should be present and produce in person the original documents for
One Time Verification. Date,time and Venue of OTR Verification will be published shortly.

Note :- (6) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructionsin this regard will be published in the Ranked List
to be published for the post.

Note :- (7) Candidates belonging to other Backward classes who are  included in the Short List are required to
produce Non CreamyLayer Certificate as per G.O (P) No. 81/09/SC/STDD dt 26.09.2009  along with other documents
at the time of OTR Verification.Such candidates who fail to produce the required Non Creamy Layer Certificate will not
be entitled to the benefit of community reservation and will be considered as open competition candidates. As regards
such candidates in the supplementary lists of other backward classes, their register number will be deleted from
theShort List without further notice, if they fail to produce the Non Creamy Layer Certificate.SC/ST candidates
included in the short list are required to produce Community Certificate issued by the Revenue authority not below the
rank of Tahsildar and DA candidates are required to produce the Dissability certificate along with other documents
mentioned  at the time of OTR Verification of original documents. 

Note :- (8) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 28.12.2021 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. No answer scripts have been invalidated
for selection to the post.Refer to Notification No ER(OSM)(1)1158/22/EW Dated.12/10/2022.


